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Our Ref: FOI/92677 

 

05 September 2014 

 

Freedom of Information Request 

 

Thank you for your online FOI request of 12th August, in which you asked for the 

following information from the Ministry of Justice (MoJ): 

  

“What were the numbers of divorce applications filed by (a) men, and (b) women, in the 

most recent year for which these data are available? What were the numbers in the 

individual years 10, 20, 30, and 40 years previously? What is the current guidance from 

the DoJ to the judiciary with respect to the acceptance of prenuptial and postnuptial 

agreements? What is the current guidance from the DoJ to the judiciary with respect to 

the division of family assets following divorce, and with respect to alimony payments from 

one former spouse to the other? 

 

Your request has been passed to me because I have responsibility for answering 

requests relating to family court statistics. 

 

Your request is being handled under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOIA).  

 

I can confirm that the Ministry of Justice holds the information that you have asked for 

however, because the cost of complying with your request would exceed the limit set by 

the Freedom of Information Act, on this occasion I'm afraid I will not be able to answer 

your request in full. However, please see the discretionary information provided below. 

 

The law allows us to decline to answer FOI requests when we estimate it would cost us 

more than £600 (equivalent to 3½ working days’ worth of work, calculated at £25 per 

hour) to identify, locate, extract, and then provide the information that has been asked for. 

 

In this instance, the information centrally held on divorce petitions is only recorded as far 

back as 2003.  In order to provide you with the information you requested for 20, 30, and 

40 year previously we would be required to request all the relevant courts in England and 

Wales to extract and examine the relevant case files to determine the information 

requested. It is estimated that there are over 150,000 Petitions per year that would need 
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to be located and examined. The estimated total time needed to carry this out would thus 

exceed the £600 cost limit. 

 

Therefore I am unable to provide the data requested because the cost of complying with 

your request in full would exceed the limit set by the FOIA. You can find out more about 

Section 12(1) by reading the extract from the Act and some guidance points we consider 

when applying this exemption, attached at the end of this letter. 

 

You can also find more information by reading the full text of the Act, available at 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/36/section/12 and further guidance 

http://www.justice.gov.uk/information-access-rights/foi-guidance-for-

practitioners/exemptions-guidance 

 

Although we cannot answer your request at the moment, we might be able to answer a 

refined request within the cost limit. You may wish for example to refine your request to a 

single question over a specified period in a named family court.  Please be aware that we 

cannot guarantee at this stage that a refined request will fall within the FOIA cost limit, 

and that if it does, one or more of the other exemptions under the Act may still apply.  

 

Outside of the Act and on a discretionary basis I am able to provide some of the 

information you requested. Please find below details of the number of divorce petitions, 

by gender, per year from 2003 to 2013.  

 

Table 1 - Divorce petitions, by gender, per year, from 2003 to 2013 

 

 Male Female Both Unknown Total  

2003 52,828 119,140 26 363 172,357 

2004 52,292 113,439 28 252 166,011 

2005 47,268 102,935 26 193 150,422 

2006 45,994 101,051 25 168 147,238 

2007 44,042 92,011 15 119 136,187 

2008 43,118 85,607 18 121 128,864 

2009 44,196 87,808 22 122 132,148 

2010 45,710 87,570 23 201 133,504 

2011 45,253 83,900 21 135 129,309 

2012 44,079 80,218 22 132 124,451 

2013 43,146 74,223 10 122 117,501 

 

There are couple of points to note about this data: 

 

- We would normally expect only the one petition; however in our database there 

were a few instances where both parties submitted a petition on the same day. 

The numbers are very small but for ease I have recorded them under the separate 

column ‘Both’.  

- Where the gender is not recorded on our system I have recorded these under the 

column ‘unknown’.   

- In this instance I have only recorded data for Petitions regarding Dissolution of 

Marriage. Other petitions for Annulments of Marriage and Judicial Separations are 

not included.  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/36/section/12
http://www.justice.gov.uk/information-access-rights/foi-guidance-for-practitioners/exemptions-guidance
http://www.justice.gov.uk/information-access-rights/foi-guidance-for-practitioners/exemptions-guidance
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I would suggest you may also wish to contact the Office for National Statistics, as they 

also collect and publish data on divorces in England and Wales.  They may be able to 

provide a longer times series of the data you require. You can contact the Office for 

National Statistics via the following website: 

http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/site-information/information/freedom-of-information/how-to-

make-a-foi-request/how-to-make-a-freedom-of-information-request.html 

 

 

In addition you also asked “What is the current guidance from the DoJ to the judiciary 

with respect to the acceptance of prenuptial and postnuptial agreements? What is the 

current guidance from the DoJ to the judiciary with respect to the division of family assets 

following divorce, and with respect to alimony payments from one former spouse to the 

other?” 

 

I can let you know, again outside of the Act and on a discretionary basis, that the division 

of property on divorce and dissolution of a civil partnership in England in Wales is 

governed by the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 and the provisions of the Civil Partnership 

Act 2004. .  Section 24 of the 1973 Act enables the court, on granting a decree of divorce, 

nullity or judicial separation, or afterwards, to order that property be transferred from one 

party to the other, or to a child of the family, or to another person for the benefit of a child 

of the family.  Probably the most frequent use of this power is by courts ordering a 

divorced man to transfer ownership of the matrimonial home to his ex-wife.  Other 

provisions give the courts the power to order the making of periodical payments, to order 

the sale of property, to make orders in respect of pensions and so on.  The court can 

order periodical payments for maintenance of a former spouse, and can order that the 

payments can be made for as long as the court considers appropriate. 

 

The courts have discretion as to what orders they make in any particular case, in order to 

meet the demands of that case according to its particular circumstances.  Section 25 of 

the Act lays down various matters which the courts are to consider in exercising their 

discretion.  The first of these is the welfare of any child of the family under the age of 18.  

The other matters are: 

 

 the income, earning capacity, property and other financial resources which each of 
the parties has or is likely to have in the foreseeable future; 

 the contribution, both financial and other, made by each of the parties to looking after the 
home and children is also considered 

 the financial needs, obligations and responsibilities which each of the parties has or is 
likely to have in the foreseeable future; 

 the standard of living enjoyed by the family before the breakdown of the marriage; 

 the age of each party and the duration of the marriage; 

 any physical or mental disability suffered by either party; 

 the contributions which each party has made, or is likely to make in the future to the 
welfare of the family; 

 the conduct of the parties, if it is such that it would be inequitable to disregard it; 

 the value to each of the parties of any benefit which that party will lose the chance of 
acquiring because of the divorce or annulment. 

 

http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/site-information/information/freedom-of-information/how-to-make-a-foi-request/how-to-make-a-freedom-of-information-request.html
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/site-information/information/freedom-of-information/how-to-make-a-foi-request/how-to-make-a-freedom-of-information-request.html
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I am not aware of any evidence that the courts exercise their discretion in divorce cases 

in a discriminatory way.  In the nature of these cases, most of them will involve a net 

transfer of assets away from the richer of the two parties (usually the ex-husband) in 

favour of the poorer (usually the ex-wife).  In the many cases where a couple’s only 

substantial asset is the former matrimonial home, it is likely, if there are children, that this 

will be given to the wife, as the primary carer for the children.  Wives are therefore likely 

to obtain significantly more than half of the capital assets of a divorcing couple in a 

substantial proportion of cases.   

 

In respect of pre-nuptial and post-nuptial property agreements, on 20 October 2010, the 

Supreme Court ruled in the case of Radmacher v Granatino  UKSC 2009/0031 that the 

Court of Appeal was correct to conclude that there are no factors which rendered it unfair 

to hold the husband to the pre-nuptial  agreement he had made with his wife.  In the right 

case a prenuptial agreement can have a decisive or compelling weight, i.e. where the 

agreement was freely entered into with a full appreciation of its implications unless in the 

circumstances prevailing it would not be fair to hold parties to their agreement.   

Although following the judgment recognition of a prenuptial agreement could still depend 

on some circumstances such as the reasonable requirements of children, the Supreme 

Court said that "it will be natural to infer that parties entering into agreements governed 

by the law in England and Wales will intend that effect be given to them."  Therefore, 

where prenuptial agreements have been freely entered into and correct advice has been 

obtained by the parties, the court can give decisive or compelling weight to their 

recognition. 

The provisions of the law are reflected in training for judges and in the provisions of the 

Family Procedure Rules 2010, including the Practice Directions supporting the Rules 

(please see the link below). 

http://www.justice.gov.uk/courts/procedure-rules/family 

 

Finally returning to you queries about numbers, please note that the Ministry of Justice 

publishes quarterly data on the number of divorce petitions in our publication Court 

Statistics Quarterly, which can be found at this link: 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/court-statistics-quarterly 

 

If you click on the Excel file called ‘Main Tables’ you can see the full details of Divorce 

Petitions in tables 2.1 and 2.3. In addition the zip file called ‘Family Justice’ contains 

machine readable csv files where you can find more detailed data. For example if you go 

to the file called ‘CSV Divorce_National.csv, you will find additional detail regarding 

divorce numbers in England and Wales. 

 

I am sorry that on this occasion I have not been able to answer your request. You have 

the right to appeal our decision if you think it is incorrect. Details can be found in the ‘How 

to Appeal’ section attached at the end of this letter. 

 

Disclosure Log 

 

http://www.justice.gov.uk/courts/procedure-rules/family
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/court-statistics-quarterly
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You can also view information that the Ministry of Justice has disclosed in response to 

previous Freedom of Information requests. Responses are anonymised and published on 

our on-line disclosure log which can be found on the MoJ website: 

http://www.justice.gov.uk/information-access-rights/foi-requests/latest-moj-disclosure-log 

 

The published information is categorised by subject area and in alphabetical order. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

<Name redacted by J4MB> 
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How to Appeal 

 

Internal Review 

 

If you are not satisfied with this response, you have the right to an internal review. The 

handling of your request will be looked at by someone who was not responsible for the 

original case, and they will make a decision as to whether we answered your request 

correctly. 

 

If you would like to request a review, please write or send an email to the Data Access 

and Compliance Unit within two months of the date of this letter, at the  

following address: 

 

Data Access and Compliance Unit (10.34), 

Information & Communications Directorate, 

Ministry of Justice, 

102 Petty France, 

London 

SW1H 9AJ 

 

E-mail: data.access@justice.gsi.gov.uk 

 

Information Commissioner’s Office 

 

If you remain dissatisfied after an internal review decision, you have the right to apply to 

the Information Commissioner’s Office. The Commissioner is an independent regulator 

who has the power to direct us to respond to your request differently, if he considers that 

we have handled it incorrectly. 

 

You can contact the Information Commissioner’s Office at the following address: 

 

Information Commissioner’s Office, 

Wycliffe House, 

Water Lane, 

Wilmslow, 

Cheshire 

SK9 5AF 

Internet address: https://www.ico.gov.uk/Global/contact_us.aspx 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:data.access@justice.gsi.gov.uk
https://www.ico.gov.uk/Global/contact_us.aspx
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT SECTION 12(1) 

 

We have provided below additional information about Section 12 of the Freedom of 

Information Act. We have included some extracts from the legislation, as well as some of 

the guidance we use when applying it. We hope you find this information useful. 

 

The legislation 

 

Section 1: Right of Access to information held by public authorities 

(1) Any person making a request for information to a public authority is entitled—  

(a) to be informed in writing by the public authority whether it holds information 

of the description specified in the request, and  

(b)  if that is the case, to have that information communicated to him.  

 

Section 12: Cost of compliance exceeds appropriate limit  

(1) Section 1(1) does not oblige a public authority to comply with a request for information 

if the authority estimates that the cost of complying with the request would exceed the 

appropriate limit.  

(2) Subsection (1) does not exempt the public authority from its obligation to comply with 

paragraph (a) of section 1(1) unless the estimated cost of complying with that paragraph 

alone would exceed the appropriate limit.  

(3) In subsections (1) and (2) “the appropriate limit” means such amount as may be 

prescribed, and different amounts may be prescribed in relation to different cases.  

(4) The Secretary of State may by regulations provide that, in such circumstances as may 

be prescribed, where two or more requests for information are made to a public 

authority—  

(a)  by one person, or  

(b)  by different persons who appear to the public authority to be acting in 

concert or in pursuance of a campaign,  

the estimated cost of complying with any of the requests is to be taken to be the 

estimated total cost of complying with all of them. 

(5) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision for the purposes of this 

section as to the costs to be estimated and as to the manner in which they are to be 

estimated. 

Guidance 

The appropriate limit  

The 'appropriate limit', for the purposes of section 12 of the Freedom of Information Act 
has been set at:  

 £600 for central government and Parliament.  

 The hourly rate is set at £25 per person per hour. 
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The following activities may be taken into account when public authorities are estimating 
whether the appropriate limit has been exceeded.  

 determining whether it holds the information requested  

 locating the information or documents containing the information  

 retrieving such information or documents  

 extracting the information from the document containing it.  

 

 

 
 


